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"To the Honorable Members of theSTA~E BOARD OF EQUJ.LlZATION,AND ASSESSMENT,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

This report is respect~~ly submitted for your con-
sideration in an appeal against the increased taxes levied
upon the property of the Gilson Asphaltum Company, which is
mining gilsonite deposits in the Uintah Basin, Uintah County,
Utah. The information and facts submitted herewith have been
obtained through personal examination of the physical property
in Utah and an investigation of all available information
which has any be.aring on the situation, with a view to arriv-
ing at the fall' and reasonable value of the gilsonite proper-
ties owned and operated by the Company. The rate of taxation
on this property has been steadily increased from $1.59 in
1916 to $5.16 for 1927. The total amount of taxes which 10
years ago was less than $2,000.00 15 today nearly $48,000.00.
The total valuation placed upon the property has from time to
time fluctuated; prior to 1919 it was less than $80,000.00.
Thereafter for 3 years it was increased to over $1,000,000.00.
SUbsequently it was lowered to $800,000.00. In 1926, taxes
amounting to $24,717.54 were paid to the State of Utah on the
basis ofa value of $774,846.00 for the mining property. In
1927 the taxes have been increased to $47,81.4.81 which 1'.AS

been brought about by more than dOUbling the valuation to
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$1,513,127 ..00, there being no material change in the tax rate
from that of the previous year as shown by the following
tabulation:

SUMMARYOF VALUATION AND Tm§

Valuatiop Taxes on
14iM3 AlQ!l§

.1916 $ 77,091..00 $ 1,225 ..57 $ 1.59
1917 77,191.00 1,466.59 1.90
1918 73,774.00 1,231.87 1.67
1919 1,017,416.00 21,365.72 2.10
1920 1,017,016.00 22,882.79 2.25
1921 1,062,816.00 26,357.81 2.48
lS22· 884,989.00 21,901.22 2.48
1923 808,905.00 22,811.12 2.82
1924 780,389.00 22,319.12 2.86
1925 774,144.00 23,043..1-6 2.98
1926 774,846.00 24,717.54 3.19.
1927 1,513,127.00 47,814.81 3.16

This he4VY increase in taxation upon a mining company whose
product is undergoing depletion, and whose present and future
is faced with keen competition, is contrary to what Ls and

should generally be the case in the mining industry. The



'- value of the mines worked should be on a decreasing scale due
to their depletion. The value of the unworked mines should
take into account necessary expenditure of large sums of money
to develop and operate the deposits, which are remote from rail-
roads; such expenditures are not warranted at the present time
in the face of the keen competit10nnow existing and the declin-
ing use for gilsonite in some of its former fields.

The tax situ~tion as it affects other mines in Utah
has been investigated and I find that the assessments levied
against the Gilson Asphaltum Company are out of all proportion
to any other mining enterprise in Utah. In the metal industry
in Utah the mines are taxed on the basis of their earnings and
no consideration is given to the tonnage available or that
which might be developed through additional capital expendi-
tures as is the case under review. In view of the different
basis which the Statute prescribes for the assessment of metal
mines, the resulting tax against such mines is on the average
about 10$ of net earnings. While appreciating that the Board
is not bound by the same rule in assessing btdro-carbon deposits,
we take the liberty of contrasting the above with1the fact that
our tax for 1927 equaled 40$ of the net earnings for 11 months
of that year. No industry can long exist under such a tax
burden, particularly one mining a product wp~ch must compete
with cheaper substitutes.

It is believed that your Honorable Board may be as-
sisted to a better understanding, from a technical standpoint,
of the condi tions under which this Company is operating. It
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1s hoped that the following facts will picture the situation
with which the Company is faced at this time. The Company
is prepared to give you the fullest co-operation in an
endeavor to ascertain all the facts surrounding its opera-
tions in Utah. The figures which have been used in the
preparation of my estimates have been taken from the records
of the Company. Any additional information not SUbmitted
herewith will be supplied upon request. The records of
operation and the books of the Company are open for your in-
spection. My investigation of the taxpayer's operations and
its business affairs forces me to say that the taxes now
levied are out of all proportion to the scope of its activi-
ties and the amount of its earnings.

Operating and Transpqrtation Conditlqns.
The g1lsonite lodes owned by the Company are situ-

ated from 70 to 100 miles from the nearest main line of trans-
portation at Mack, Colorado. It has beenmcessary to invest
over $2,000,000-.,00in a railroad which reaches only the most
accessible mines, constructed over _hat appears like an impos-
sible topography. The attached map of the Uintah Railway
gives the details of the grades and numerous curves over which
it runs. The difficult and costly operation of this railroad
has been recognized by the Interstate Commerce Collllllission
after a personal inspection of the line by some of the
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COlmnissioners, being reflected in the freight rates which they
have approved. It is a matter of record that there is no
other similar railroad in the country operating' under such
severe conditions of grade, curvature and topography. The
railroad overcomes an·elevation of 4000 feet in 34 miles' start-
iug from li«ack,Colorado, until it passes over Baxter Pass at
an elevation o,f'8437 feet. Seven and a half per cent grades
and curves up to 66 degrees are encountered. The hauling
equipment must be specially designed for such operating condi-
tions and costly locomotives of special type must be used;

The construction of the railroad was undertaken for and its
operation depends entirely upon the ore it receives from the
gilsonite mines.

The railroad now terminates at the mines in the
Rainbow Lode, which is the onlY vein from which the Gilson
Asphaltum Company's shipments are now being made. The opez--

ating conditions prevailing at the mines may be briefly
summaz-Lzed as difficult and dangerous; they are conducted:
in an arid region, in which there is insufficiency .01' water
1'01.' domestic and mining work, necessitating the hauling of
water from a distance~ The deeposits now being worked are
narrower and more difricult to work than those previously
mined~ thereby involving increased costs.

The ventilation of the underground workings is or- \

the greatest importance on account of the gases and explosive
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·dust given off by the ore. No ordinary lights are permitted
in the mines other than expensive electric hand torches sup-
plied by the Company. The danger from fires and explosions
is always present and to my knowledge such conditions are not
found anywhere else either in coal or metal mining. This
condition emphasizes the injustice of taxing ore in the ground
which may be burned up before any revenue can be derived.
Such a fire did occur in the Black Dragon Vein.

As contrasted with operations in former years, it is
today necessary to make a more careful selection of ore, in
order to meet the exacting requirements of the trade, with the
consequent rejection at the point of shipment of a larger pro-
portion of the material coming from the mines. The character
of the ore in a given vein changes from time to time, necessi-
tating the shifting of operations thereupon to another vein.
These conditions and other factors inseparable from the opera-
tions have resulted in a constantly rising cost. It would ap-
pear from the conditions <.tbservedby me at the mines that the
margin of profit in the future will diminish, for it must be re-
membered that gilsoni te is salable only when its use will ac-
complish results that are not obtainable by the use of ordinary
asphalt.

(The question of competitive conditions is not here
considered, being analyzed under a special heading of this
report.)
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A study of mining costs is c~ari~Jlng in reaching
a fUll understanding of the eXisting gllsonite situation.
The market price for gilsonite of Standard grade, f.o.b. Mack;
Colorado, has varied during the past six years from a minimum
of $22.89 to a maximum of $25.41, with a six year average
price of $24.79.. The trend of future prices is undoubtedly
downward.. While ore of Selected grade brings somewhat higher
prices than those realized for Standard grade, there is a con-
siderable cost encountered in selecting and packing all higher
grade material, partic~arly for Toreign traciewhich requires
doub1.e sacks; only's comp.aratlvely limited amount of such
selected are is visible in the deposits now be.ing worked. The
figures above given therefore are for the grade of are which
is marll;etedas Standard Gl1cSon1te",being the grade which may be
anticipated to predominate during the next 10 years, with
operations as now conducted. The cost 01' Gilsonite i.o.b.
Maek has ranged from $21 •.00 to $25.16, with a six year averag'e
of $22.76 per ton. The six year average prof1 t per ton is
therefore shown to have been $2.03. A six-year average 1s
taken in order to exclude the abnormal. conditions prevail.ing
during 1921 and the years immediately preceding. It is esti-
mated that the future profit per ton will not exceed $2.50
on the entire output, and upon that basis my valuations have
been calcUlated, as hereinafter set forth in more detail.
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Consumers have the right to and frequently do reject
shipments which seem to fall short of their preferenoes as to
lustre, fracture, melting point and other characteristics, over
which the Company is compelled to exercise its most careful
supervision but without the ability Wholly to control the pro-
duct, since the occurrence of the ore in the vein is what it is;
all that is encountered must be mined regardless of the buyersf

preferences. These and other hazards of the business justifY
Ii greater margin of profit than is likely to be realized. The
mine.s are far removed from available markets, with the reSUlt
that sales are almost entirely dependent upon the Company+s
abil! ty to produce ore of such superior qual! ty as will enable
it to compete, on quality alone, with cheap asphalt from oil
refineries, which refineries are situated close to the point of
consUlll,ption.

COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS AMONGGILSONITE PRODUCERS AND
OIk RESIDUAL. AND 0rRERNATIVE ASPHALTS.

Competition has always existed among the several. pro-
ducers of Utah Gilsonite. During recent years Inc.reasing
severity pf competition has been encountered from this and from
other sources, the most important of which is that with 011
residual asphalt, obtained as a by-product from the distillation
of crude 011 at refineries located throughout the United States
and in foreign countries. While the Company's current cost



of Utah Gilsonite laid down at the Atlantic Seaboard 1s $41.~1

native asphalts which are offered as Gllsonite and which are
mined in Cuba can be laid down at a cost of less than $23.00
per ton; at the same time the selling price (not the cost) of
011 residues which have been substituted .formany of the i'ormer
uses of gllsonite have ranged at various times trom $7.00 to

$15.00 per ton at Atlantic Seaboard refineries. The~. 01'

manufactured asphalt is not here discussed because petroleum
residues are sold at prices which preclude competition on a
price basis with nati.ve asphalts;, and being produced as by-
products, their actual cost can be more or less ignored by the
oil refiner.

The decline in the consumption of Utah Gilsonite in
certain industries (as for example in prepared roofing) 1s
due almost entirely to the substitution of oil residue asphalt
for G:Usonite; in the absence of that competition the output
of Utah Gilsonite would have been greatlY increased by reason
of the Company's research work which has d~veloped other mar-
kets, which ma.rket development is the sole explanation of the
continuance of production at its current volume. In other
words, extensive research work has been neceasary to find new
uses for Gilsonite, merely to sustain present volume, but
without sucoessi'ully increasing that volume because of the
substitution of oil residues for Gilsonite in llnes of industry
that were formerly large consumers.



The cost of transporting gilson1te to the Atlantic
Seaboard market is another barrier; over 90% of the gilsonite
mined in Utah must be shipped east of the Mississippi River
and marketed in territory where it is in direct competitic:>n
with oil'products refined on the Atlantic Seaboard and the
Gulf Coast, carrying very low !'reight rates to the nearby mar-
kets. Utah Gilsonlte, therefore, because of its remoteness
from the market, inaccessibility of the mines and high cost
of production is confronted with an increasing and continuing
pressure from competing materials~ The crude oil market is
itself threatened at this time with the lowest priess in the
history of the industry, dUe to the flood of production in
Oklahoma, Texas, California, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia and
elsewhere; manufactured asphalt and other Gilsonlte SUbstitutes
have in the past, as already stated, ranged in price from
$7.00 to $15.00 per ton at refinery on the Atlantic Seaboard
market; even specially processed oil residues, brought into
competition with Gilsonite in some of its higher grade uses,
is sold as low as $20.00 per ton including packages. The
present condition of the 011 industry Justifies the prediction
that future competitive prices from that source are more likely
to be lowered than to be increased.

Because of its known qualities, consumers who would
ordinarily utilize gilsonite whenever manufactured asphalt
prices are close to those of gilson1te will nevertheless turn

10
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to the less desirable oil residue when there is a large dis-
parity. Oil refiners do not much concern themselves with the
realizable price of these by-product residues since their
profits arise mainly out of the sale of distillates such as

,gasoline and other light fractions. Consequently, oil res1-
due asphalt will continue to be a serious competitor of gilson-
ite for existing uses, with gilsonite already permanently ex-
cluded from many of its former outlets by reason of this same
competition.

One of the principal outlets for gilsonite in the
past bas been to the manuf'acturer of automobile enamels.
Shipments for this purpose formerly ran into important per-
centages of the total production. Since the perfecting of
nitro-cellulose paints, and immediately thereafter the almost
universal use in the motor industry of lacquer finishes, the
censumpt ton of gilsonite for this class of work has been
greatly reduced.

Maps ShoWing Conditions' fO].lndin Gilsonite Veins.
I am attaching to this report a set of progress maps

which show the conditions currently encountered in mining
gilsonite. These maps are complete in every detail and eover
almost the entire history of the Com~anyfs operations. Upon
such maps tnsz-e 1s recorded by the Companyts Superintendent a
monthly record of what has been done in bhe past. They convey
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useful information to illustrate the errors made in assessing
values on claims Which have been worked out, in whole or in part.

The maps are enumerated as followSl
1. Property Map showing distances of the various veins to

transporta tlon._
2. Profile of the Uintah Railway showing railroad condi-

tions on the line~
3. Dragon Mine to show that this mine is SUbstantially ex-

hausted.
4. Norvell Mine to show mine is worked out.
5. Temple Mine to show operating conditions, shallow ore

deposit, ore not continuous, amount of rock left, etc.
6. Augusteen and China Wall Mines to show vein is not con-

tinuous and already bottomed places.
7. Tl2rtleMine to show mine is worked out, tests of diamond

drilling, surface and shallow workings.
B. Chicago Mine now being worked but to show bottom rockhas already been encountered and the neal.'approach to

abandonment.
9. Thimble Rock Mine now operating but to show how vein.

is already bottomed in places and near appro.aoh t·€)
abandonment.

10. Tennessee Mine to show exploration -for more are(unsuccessful) bottom rock, shallow workings and not
continuous.

11. Barlow Mine to show what Company had in past years,
big ore-body, rock, and bottom of miue.

12. Pigeotl Toe raitleto show rock in vein, bottom, limited
extent, deptb, etc.

These records and surveys of the progress of the
underground 'Workiugs have been kept with paiustaking care al--
most throughQut the who~e period of operation. These records
and maps have been submitted for your consideration as they
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give information which is invaluable for the purpose in mind.
They disprove any arbitr~ry assumption that all veins go to a
depth of 200 feet and contain ore throughout their full length.
Each working is different from all others. It will be seen
that veins worked in the past, such as the Barlow, Pigeon Toe
and Dragon, were deeper, wider and produced larger percentages
of select ore than any of those producing now.

Values Placed on Abandoned and Worked-out Claims
We are convinced that, in several instances, errone-

ous values have been placed on the claims of the Company. The
Rainbow Lode is the only vein operated by the Company which is
accessible to the railroad. In this report it is assumed that
only those of the Companyts claims which are within eight miles
of railroad transportation can be economically worked under pre-
sent conditions. The Valuations which your Honorable Board have
placed upon some of the claims are manifestly too high and have
presumably been assigned at these figures because until now full
information has not been made available to your Board.

For example, a value of $26,000.00 fu~sbeen placed
on the Pigeon Toe claim, which has been abandoned and all
equipment remoYed. There is no more gilsonlte in this claim.
While the claim has not been diamond drilled it has been tested
in other ways on the surface with unfavorable results. Rock 1s
exposed for the entire length of the claim, as shown on Map
No. 12.
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A value of $40,000.00 has been placed on the Turtle
Claim; work ceased on this claim after only about 1000 tons
had been recovered. Surface and diamond drilling here indi-
cate conclusively that no more gilsonite can be mined. Map
No. 7 gives the operating history of the vein, showing that
it was worked 1n two 10eations and uncovered in four others,
none of which offered encouragement to continue. The ore on
the Turtle, at its greatest depth, exfended only 35 feet from
the surface.

The Norvell mine is worked out and all workings
abandoned. Map No. 4 shows the situation. Its value should
be nil, as in the case of the Turtle and Pigeon Toe.

A value of $60,000.00 has been assigned to the
Augusteen. The ore on this property is not considered to be
generally merchantable for all purposes, and customers are
difficu1 t to find who can use it. The value of $60,000.00
at which the Augusteen has been assessed is out of line and
cannot be substantiated by conditions on the ground.

The same considerations apply to the China Wall,
Which is being operated. Complaints have been received as
to the quality of this ore.

Considerable thought has been given to the basis
upon which valuations have been he~eafter suggested in this
report as applicable to all the claims of the Company. Your
Honorable Board's valuations for 1927 were increased, as we
understand, upon the theory that the Company is mining ore
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from a greater depth than in former years, and that accordingly
all the veins which it owns may be expected to produce solid
ore to a depth of 200 feet. This method of valuation is not,
in our view, sustainable by the ascertained fac·ts. The maps
I am sUbmitting of the veins worked in the past andthos~ pro-
ducing at present give the fullest evidence regarding antici-
pated behavior in depth, and they certainly do not show that
all veins have reached a depth of 200 feet. Furthermore, it
must be kept in mind that much high grade are has been exhausted
and what remains 1s subject to careful and costly selection to
meet buyers' preferences. It is not souud practice to attempt
to fix an arbitrary, definite depth and to say that all the ore
within such'limits has a value. Some veins on development
show changes in grade or quality, ores pinch out and in some
cases extend only for a few feet from the surface. Other
veins in places are filled up with barren rock instead of gil-
Bonite. The conditions already disclosed are 'amply substantiated
by the results obtained in diamond drilling and extensive sur-
face exploration. Information has been gathered to shoW the
conditions beyond present faces. .A definite tonnage for the
veins cannot be calculated without having the knOWledge suppli.ed
by development and actual mining operations. The unknown
factors in such a consideration have been found to be so
numerous that estimates made on such a basis may prove to be
wholly unreliable. The depth to which these deposits extend
is a widely varying one and might conceivably range from a few
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feet to 400 feet in occasional chimneys. This is borne out
by a reference to the attached maps of veins which have been
developed. Adverse and different mining conditions are en-
countered where least expected. The Chicago claim is an
outstanding example. The ore in this claim n!>ar the surface
was of excellent grade but extensive lateral and vertical
development indicates that the property cannot be expected
to yield the high grade ore that was at first encountered.
In my judgment. the ore remaining in this claim will hardly
pay.the cost of development.

Valuation of Gilsgnite Deposits.
The Uintah Basin and adjacent areas in CoJ.orado are

perhaps better known for their large deposits of oil shale and
of gilsoni te t.han any other region in the world. These de-
posits are outstanding and the tonnages thought to exist are
enormous. It is a fact that the world wants both these pro-
ducts but as respects sbale oil•.at least, considering the
present railroad development in these remote places, one would
have to pay about $7.00 a barrel for such oil; and conceivably
a proportionate increase in the price of gilsoni te,. In both
instances similar material is available elsewhere at less cost,
with the result that the oil shale and gilsonite deposits re-
ferred to above must for a long time remain undeveloped. It
is evident that somebody would then have to be found to supply
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the necessary capital to make these materials available before
commercial sales could be realized. In short, these remote
deposits on account, of their distance from markets and the com-
petition from similar products cannot be made to produce any
present revenue from their operation. An undertaking froll!
which a fair profit cannot be realized within a res:>onable
time is not commercially practicable. Oil shale in Scotland
in the past supported a profitable enterprisia, when petroleum
sold at a high figure; today with low oil prices, the Scottish
oil shale industry 1s dead and nobody is to be found who would
undertake its revival ..

The greater number of the gilsonite deposits owned
by the Gilson Asphaltum Compan~' are not now economically
accessible and they are in the same position as oil shale which
nobody can work because the deposits are so far from transporta-
tion and the product cannot now compete with petroleum.

Your Honorable Board bas placed valuations totaling
$404,000.00 on the CoWboy Lode, which 1s situated about 25
miles from the terminus of the Uintah Railroad. That deposit
is admittedly large but the 25 miles of railroad, With bridges
and necessary equipment, together With a non-existing market
where this ore could be profitably sold, is the reason why the
Cowboy vein remains in the same .state of undevelopment as the
oil shale deposits in its vicinit'l~ I have estimated that the
minimum cost of extending trw railroad to the Cowboy would be
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$750,000.00. The rough nature of the count.ry in this section
is so well known that I shall not go into the physical diffi-
culties and hindranees which must be overcome to reach this
property'. The line has not been completely surveyed but
after my visit to the Uintah Basin, I should hesitate to Sajl-

that it is possible to build a line into that section except
at a prohibitive cost under existing conditions. The Company
has sufficient gllsoriite within reasonable distances of its
railroad with which it can supply all that foreign and domes-
tic markets can now consume. That consumption ranges from
50 to 100 tons a day and it takes a well organized and experi~
enced sales force to dispose ey€n of that amount, in the face
of increasing competition.

The considerations and facts which apply to the
CoWboy may be similarly applied to the Little Bonanza Lode
and others in the COll'1:JOJ>" section, notwithstanding vrbieha
value af $72,000.00 11aSbeen placed ou Little Bonanza by the
assessors.

Let us assume, for the purpose in mind at tlrlstime,
and without consideriag the faotors I have advanced regardir-..g
markets, capital investment required, etc., that the Cowboy
Lode ha§a sUbsta.'1tiaJ. present value. Value means that sum
of money for lrhicha property couJ.dbe sold today; in other
words, its fair market yulue. The present value of the
CawbO'ILode 1s merely latent, and cannot be realized upon
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until its ore can be reasonably marketed; - perhaps not for
20 years. Therefore a possible purchaser of the Cowboy Lode
at $400,000.00, as assessed, would necessarily be required to
borrow directly that amount of money, or market interest-
bearing securities sufficient to produce the ~~nds. Whatever
he did, he would sustain an interest lOBS over the period of
twenty years, and this loss together with discount for the
hazardous nature of the gilsonite business and other dangerous
elements in the purchase, he must recover out of SUbsequent
operations. The interest annually at 6% would be $24,000.00
or for 20 years, $480,000.00, disregarding compound interest.
The buyer could hardly afford to pay $400,000.00 or even
$10,000.00 for a property which could not be placed on an
earning basis in twenty years •. This loss of interest alone
proves that the present market value of such a non-producing
property cannot be displayed at more than a nominal. figure,
as hereinafter suggested in this report. The mining and
mineral industries, almost as a whole, are paying Federal
taxes on the same valuation premises that are here advanced;
the Courts have sustained the principle involved and in every
instance in which the Supreme Court has ruled, it has held
that the valuation principle is sound and fair and gives the
true answer to the problem.

The only elements of present value in the holdings
of the Gilson Asphaltum Company lie in the productive mines on
the Rainbow Lode, namely the Thimb~e Rock, Chicago and China
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Wall Mines. All three of these are being worked a.tthe present
time and the available market dElllUU'ldfor the grade of gilsonite
they are producing runs to from 50 to 100 tons·per day. In my

estimate of value I have used the Company's present annual
production of about 25,000 tons, which I am assuming will con-
tinue to be sold during the coming ten years. There is an

element of considerable liberality in this figure on account
o~ the progressively increasing competition. Of the 500,000

tons of gilsonite which I consider to be reasonably recover-
able within transportation range, 200;000 tons would have to
be made available through extensions of railroad tracks,
underground development, surface loading improvements and other
additional eqUipment. I estimate these will cost $200,000.00.
The risks in the enterprise would be great and would inc.lude
fire, market competition with other gilsonite, with oil asphalt
and with Cuban ore, uncertainty as to taxes and lowering prices
of crude petroleum. Using these elements of consideration, I

have arrived at a~air market value of $300.000.QO for the mines
on the Rainbow LOde which includes the Pride of the West and
adjacent claims. The following sUllllllaryshows what has been
included. The values thus assigned to the various'holdings
of the Gilson Asphaltum Company represent, in my jUdgment, aused
liberal estimate. I hav.e!$2.50 per ton as the basis for my
valuation which is a higher margin of profit per ton than 1s
now realized or warranted by the conditions prevailing in the
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•
gilsonite and g11sonlte substitute markets. I have also

made allowances to discount certain condf tion.s where I

think the situation maybe improved. The 300,000 tons

estimated on the Rainbowand Pride of the West is not all
developed. Of this amount it appears that 150,000 tons

can be reasunably expected to be found on the baaiso!

present devell;>pmentsand mining operations. The remaining

150,000 tons are still to be d.eveloped but it is 1'6a30n-

able to assurae the existence of that tonnage. However,

there 1s no assurance as to the grade or quality Gf this

probable ore from the standpoint of buyers' preferences

as to lustre, fracture, melting point, etc.



RYmmAry of VAluations
The following tabulation is a detailed estimate of

the va.J.u~which I have placed on the property of the Company,;

Raip.bow Lode ClAims TOnnage Remarks
Norvell none Worked out
Temple 15,000Thimble Rock 15,000
Turtle none Worked out
Tennessee none
Pigeon Toe none Worked out
Colorow 25,000Augusteen 25,000China Wall 25,000Crow 25,000 130,000

Pride of the West
VernalChicagoRebellion
Nightingale
Magnificent
.PuckBald Eagle
Vanderbilt
ClevelandBilly Goat
Ben Franklin
Cross
Denver
lJ1ntah
CUmberland

10,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000.
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Mines are located
four to eight miles
from railroad; gradeof ore as yet unde-
termined in many of
these claims.

Value ••••.•.............. ., ..

J,7Q,000
!'Og,.2&lQ tons

$000,000

Total Rainbow and Pride of West



Blagk Dragon Grqup
16 claimsHarrison Lode Group
8 claims
QQwboy Lgde Group
P:l claims
L1tt1~ Ch1peta.Lode Group
5 claims

$300,000
10,000

2,500

5,200

500
gbipeta Lode GroulJ
6 claims
Littl~ Bonanza Lode GrQUP
6 claims
Uintah Lode Group
6 claims
Tabor Lode Group10 cla,1ms
Independent Lode Group7 claims
Bqnanza Lg4e Group
5 claims
Carbon Lgqe Group
8 claims
Unclassified Groyp
69 Parcels
G1bbs Estate Group
5 parce1ss§gTOTAL VALUE ••••••••••••••••••i33Z,6=

800
600
600

Practically worked out, small
tonnage from lessees.
No commercial ore found yet.Vary narrow
25 miles from RR. Too remotefor development.
25 miles from HR. Too remote
and narrow to develop.
Same as above

Same as above
Same as above

2,000 Twenty miles from HR.

1,400 Twenty miles from HR.•

1,000
~,600
6,900

Twenty miles from RR.
One hundred miles from HR.

Scattered and remote from RR.
No value for ore
All properties

tndystrla1 and Welfare ConSiderations Inyglyed
The Gilson Asphaltum Company is at present the largest

although not the only producer of gilsonite in the State of Utah
and its oparanLons are centered in Qintah County Where the industry
supports a considerable population. The Company has opened up
the resources of the Uintah Bas1n by the construction o:fan
expensive railroad. It operates coal mines and supplies coal
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to the communities at a lower price than is obtainable else-
where. The welfare of the whole area is dependent upon the
continued profitable operation of the gilsonite laines. The
industry provides a continuous payroll. The population of
the Uintah Basin is prosperous and many homes have been made
on the assumption that this industry will continue. As
stated elsewhere in this report# the Gilson Asphaltum Company
at this time is confronted with a very serious problem in
-meeting steadily increasing competition. In the past it has
been unduly taxed# and is now faced with a greater tax burden
than its profits can carry. The Company is being taxed on
ore Which ought not to be considered as commercially recover-
able for the reasons stated. The values which have been placed
on the ore holdings are out of line with their actual worth even
if all were presently recoverable. The property is being taxed
at the rate of 4a.'of its net profits. The Federal Government
takes another lSi$ and miscellaneous taxes consume another 2%.
I respectfully invite the attention of your Honorable Board to
the seriousness of this situation. At thb time it should re-
ceive your gravest consideration. The Company is entitled to
tax assessments that are more nearly in line with the taxes
currently levied against other operations in the mining indus-
try. A tax of 10% of net profits would be high for the gil-
sonite industry but it would more nearly approach the average
paid by other mining undertakings~
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Summatzan4 CQnclu~ions
The factors in the situation now confrQnting the

Gilson Asphaltum Company may be briefly summarized as follows:
l~ The difficulties and hazardous nature Qf the Qperations
invQlved in the prQduct:Lon Qf gilsQnite.
2. The increasing competition with gllsonite substitutes
which already have captured important markets preViously held
by gilsonite. The oil asphalt competition is the most serious~
because it is manufactured immediately at the consuming areas
and can be SQld at by-product prices. Utah gllsonite costs
$41.42 per tQn Qn the Atlantic seaboard whereas the selling
price of oil substitutes ranges from $7 .•00 to $15.00 a ton for
roo£ing producus up to $20.00 for specially prepared compounds
in packages.
3. The taxes levied against the Company are confiscatory in

their effect and the Company cannot profitably continue to
operate under this burden.
4. The welfare of the population dependent upon the operation
of the gilsonite mines is a factor properly to .beconsidered by
your Board in this connection. The State of Utah has the most
important deposit of commercially recoverable gllsonite in this
country and its future production should not be jeopardized for
the benefit of other industries and of foreign native asphalt
deposits.

-------------00000-------------
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FREIGHT O~ G1LSON~E FRO. MINES TQ JACK. COLORADO

(

the attention of your Honorable Board is respectfully
directed to a collateral matter which I believe to be of impor-
tance in connection with this subject,. and that is the question
of the freight rate to Mack on the ore produced by Gilson Asphal-
tum Company.

Heretofore in this report~ costs have been stated
upon that ore delivered at »ack, in<:luding only freight paid
thereon to Uintah Railway Cotllpanyat existing rates.

I have also, in the report, alluded to the physical.
and operating conditions upon a consideration of which the
I. C. C. have approved the freight rate of that Railway.

For the purpose of damonstrating that no part·of the
pI'ofits of the gilsonite industry has been concealed in freight
paid to an associate company, it is necessary to ask your IIenor-
able Board to note that the 01ntah Ra.;l.lroadis not a profitable
venture, upon earnings growing out or established rates. On
the contrary, the report for ~927 (11 months) shows a loss ot
about $22.000~, While for the 6-year period (1922-27) the net
10s$ was approximately $36,000., as fol10ws~

UINTAH RAMAl' COMPANY

fROFrl

$13,869.23
~$21,555.46

22,623.49

~1922
1923
19241925
3.926
1.927

2,276,52
14,024.05- 21,826,49

j66,005.44-
(11 lllOS.)

166,005 .•44Net L05$- 6 yrs.
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In fairness, I might rea.sonably have taken this
railroad loss into account in considering the cost of
gilsonite laid down, but since the approval of interstate
freight rates is a Federal function, I have not embodied
this point in rrq report, beyond asking your consideration
thereof as a matter of collateral importance and to show
that rrq valuations are conservatively stated from the
standpoint of the State of Utah.

Respectfully

Andrew Wa1.z
Mining Engineer.

v!M;'SOiPiiey feI~
GILSON ASPHALTUM COMPANY

February 6, 1926 •
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